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LETTERS FROM DENNIS' PALS
SQUEEZIN' GOOD
A man in New Bedford, Mass., has writ-

ten us:

"I am somewhat of an amateur accordion-

ist, therefore I very much appreciated

this Dennis cartoon, (right)

"The symphonic accordion orchestra of

which I am a member also appreciated

the cartoon. They won second place in

the New York World's Fair Accordion

Cavalcade.

"The young musicians love Dennis almost

as much as they do the accordion. To see

both combined in a cartoon certainly was
a treat."

BUM STEER?
A boy in Ohio raised a very good steer

some time ago— it sold at an auction for

$3,712! What's this got to do with
Dennis ? That's what he named his steer

—Dennis the Menace 1

WRONG NUMBER?
In commenting on the cartoon to the

right, a lady in New Jersey wrote:—

"No, Dennis, God does not have a tele-

phone number. But he does have a Royal
Telephone. Never a busy signal -never

a no-answer—can be called at any time,

day or night.

"You are pretty young to understand now,

but perhaps you will as you grow older.

You will never get a wrong number or

an out-of-order on the Royal Telephone."

'Ant va sffgf Son don't have * teibphone number?

























When you go to a Big League game, you may notice soma people buying score card*and

making net** of aaeh play on them. Theae tans are real students of baseball. Thatr score

cards arc complete records of tha game. Here's how yati can keep a score card ...

On the next pegs Is the aeore card for aslx inning Little League game. Netles ths !!H!s

baseball diamond beside each part ef It, with the numbers on the field. These numbers
shew the positions of the players. (They are not the aame as the numbers on the

players' uniforms,)

Above on this page, In the large baseball diamond, you see that the Pitcher Is #1, the

Catcher =2, and so on. To score your game, write in the names ol the players opposite their

position numbers on the small baseball diamonds. This adds more Interest to your score card.

.New, suppose that the first batter hits to third base {*§) and gets thrown out at first (#3).

The play went from 5 to 3, so write in the box next to the batter's name, 5-3. Suppose the

next batter pops up to the Shortstop, #6. Opposite that batter's name, yeu just writs down, S.

In the case of hitting, a single Is marked down with a little bar, (--). A double Is marked
by two bars; (=). For a triple, mark down three bars, and a home run, four bars. In the

casa ot an error, put an E next to the number on the little diamond of the player who made
It. It someone strikes out, put a K In his box on the card.
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MORE LETTERS FROM DENNIS' PALS

' lbu wow Mkt we said TOtwy? He

• WELL, JM THANKFUL ftt fOT THE TURKEY'.

'

BELL-RINGERS
The cartoon at the left prompted a man
in Missouri to write: —

"If Dennis will come to our church at noon:

on any Fourth of July, I will see that he

gets to ring the church bell."

It seems that each Independence Day,
everybody in town gets a chance to ring

the church bell.

"The bell is heavy enough so that when it

gets swinging, if you hold on to the rope,

it will take you up to the ceiling. What
a thrill ! The boys and girls are getting

more kick out of ringing the bell than
shooting off firecrackers, and it is safer."

This custom is spreading throughout the

country.

REQUEST ANSWERED
A boy in New York suggested we do a
story about what Dennis was like when
he was a baby. It's in this book—"Baby
Dennis." We hope you like it.

TALKING TURKEY
A lady in California says that the car-

toon on the left reminded her of when,

her son was little.

When they had a roast chicken on the

table, he would look atit thoughtfully and
ask: "Is it dead?" "Can it see?" Can it

walk ?", and so on, until none of the fam-
ily cared very much about eating it.




